
 
  

The Monarch name is synonymous with the very 
best in door design and our latest Crown sliding 
patio doors and residential doors are no exception. 
Your new Crown doors will be an investment that 
will give long-term durability and value.

All of our doors exceed the Government’s 
energy efficiency targets. Helping to keep 
your home insulated.

The greenest credentials 

U-value
Down to 

1.5 Wm2K



Our Crown sliding patio doors are the key to 
bringing the outside and inside together.  
Engineered for strength, stability, performance 
and aesthetics, these wide opening doors let 
you enjoy the best views and, with our strong 
yet slim frame design, the light floods in too. 

Sliding patio doors can be made up as 2, 3 
or 4 panes up to a maximum width overall of 
6408mm and height of 2500mm.

Our sliding patio door is available in Dual 
colour and handles can match in style and 
finish with the Crown window and residential 
door.

Styling is all about taking care of 
the details and the handles of your 
windows and doors have been as 
carefully thought through as every 
other aspect of the Crown system. 
New hardware finishes polished 
gold and polished silver are now 
available.

HARDWARE

With multi chamber aluminium 
profiles Crown doors can provide 
superior thermal performance 
just when it matters most. Crown 
doors can achieve a 1.5 U-value 
surpassing the requirements 
of the recently revised Building 
Regulations Part L 2010.

KEEPING WINTER OUT

We brought all of our design expertise to 
bear to create a modern classic – elegant 
doors, made from the most durable and 
strong material offering long-lasting and 
highly secure performance.  We know there 
is no better door for your home and we know 
you’ll love them as much as we do.

Our single and double French entrance 
doors have been designed to fit in anywhere 
around your home with ‘front’ and ‘back’ 
door options. Whichever you choose you 
can be assured that when you lock your 
doors they will secure your home every time.

a	Traditional design  
 with slim sight lines

a	Multi chamber   
	 aluminium	profiles	for		
 strength in tall door  
 situations & improved  
	 thermal	performance	

a	Stainless steel track  
 and wheels giving  
 easy glide operation  
	 for	all	weights	

a	Virtually maintenance  
	 free		

aDual colour available

Designed and manufactured by 
one of Europe’s leading brands of 
door and window handles, we offer 
an extensive and imaginative range 
of handle colours that complement 
or contrast with the frame colour 
you choose.

HANDLES

DUALSECURE is a unique and 
innovative modular locking system 
providing progressive levels of 
security as required. The system 
consists of our tried and tested 3 
hook multipoint lock, with 5 lever 
auxiliary lock and/or shootbolt 
options.

DUALSECURE

a	Traditional design  
 with slim sight lines

a	Low threshold option  
 available

a	Virtually maintenance  
	 free

a	Split spindle handle  
 operation option 
 available 

aDual colour available

a	Multi chamber 
	 aluminium	profiles		
	 for	strength	and	
	 thermal	performance
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